STRATEGIC
PLANNING

STRENGTHENING RELATIONSHIPS AND
CULTIVATING STRATEGIC THINKING
ACROSS THE INDO-PACIFIC

CENTRE
EVOLUTION

PHASE 4
2022 – 2025

Refine Sustain Ambition

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

2016 - 2018

2019 - 2021

Communications

Research

•
•
•
•

• broadened depth
• raised profile
• shifted focus from hosting
events to content driving
programming

traction of concept
we have an audience
developed our community
expanded and diversified
our outreach

PHASE 1
2012 – 2015

Start up and Operations
•
•
•
•

INDO-PACIFIC STRATEGY

INDO-PACIFIC
STRATEGY

foundation building
events based
delivered and moved on
started a community

Research:
impactful content to underpin
knowledge sharing
Communications:
innovative engagement with our community
Operations:
organisational resilience and
sustainability to support a larger
more complex organisation

2022
2025

STRATEGIC PLAN

CENTRE PURPOSE

CENTRE VALUES

The Perth USAsia Centre is an
independent think-tank that connects
Australia to the Indo-Pacific to advance
the public interest. We build stronger
relationships and educate through
research, networks, engagement, and
analysis.

DIVERSITY Diversity is central to

COLLABORATION

all that we do, we will
continue to embrace
and promote diverse
thinking and profile for
greater impact.

Actively seek to work
together for effective
impact. Our collaborative
approach to engagement
is additive and contributes
to constructive dialogue in
the region.

CENTRE VISION
The Perth USAsia Centre will be an
influential and independent think-tank,
that is collaborative, forward leaning and
sustainable. We will build our diverse
community by driving knowledge sharing,
impactful engagement, and innovative
programming between Australia, the
Indo-Pacific and the United States.

INNOVATION

QUALITY

Be innovative
and agile in
programming,
education,
engagement,
and research.
Deliver our programming activities
with integrity, transparency and
evidence-based practice

INDO-PACIFIC STRATEGY

INDO-PACIFIC
STRATEGY

Maintain the highest
standards of quality in
research, education,
analysis and thought
leadership to influence
policy development for
the region.

INTEGRITY

STRATEGIC PILLARS:

OUR PEOPLE AND
RELATIONSHIPS ARE
CENTRAL TO ALL
WE ACHIEVE

•
•
•
•

OUR APPROACH IS
SUSTAINABLE, INCLUSIVE,
INDEPENDENT,
INFLUENTIAL,
COLLABORATIVE, AND
INNOVATIVE

•
•
•
•
•
•

Aim for sustainable resourcing to ensure the centre’s longevity
Protect our independence to maintain credibility
Continue our agile and proactive delivery
Build productive and collaborative partnerships
Refine our activities for greater influence
Innovate with unique programming, products and formats

OUR FOCUS IS TO
BUILD STRONGER
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
AUSTRALIA, THE INDOPACIFIC REGION, AND THE
UNITED STATES

•
•
•
•
•

Lead the development of ideas for the future
Develop impactful research for the region
Produce content on topics and countries of national and international importance
Serve as a platform of ideas, knowledge, and impact through collaboration
Build a community by embracing knowledge sharing

•
•
•
•
•
•

Deliver value and quality to partners and supporters
Prioritise outreach to our diverse stakeholders
Promote emerging voices
Expand networks and community with and in the IP and USA
Build capacity to promote learning, connect stakeholders, and create positive change
Seek to influence stakeholders, policy and knowledge through our work

OUR COMMUNITY IS
VALUED ENGAGED,
AND INVOLVED WITH
OUR WORK

INDO-PACIFIC STRATEGY

INDO-PACIFIC
STRATEGY

Build the profile and reputation of the team
Deliver highly sought expertise
Collaborate and capacity build internally and externally
Engage the board as our strongest advocates to support the growth and
development of the centre
• Contribute to the centre’s short medium- and long-term vision

